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Abstract:
This paper presents a new way to control and monitoring the installations from a hydro power
station. This numerical system is designated to replace the ancient control system based on the
discontinuous measurement of levels and relays based logical.
The control and monitoring system is place into the surveillance room of the hydro power
station, and communicate with the process command cabinets (placed on other floor) by electrical
lines.
The control and monitoring system from the surveillance room can also communicate with
another PC placed on the central dispatcher by modem (by telephonic lines or GSM).
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Introduction
This work is designated to realize a numerical control system for command and
monitoring the hydro station processes to provide a high safety in use, a good endurance
and an improved response to the systems events. All that are realized using intelligent
command units like personal computers and programmable logic controller (PLC).
The safeties in use are provided not only by proper command (based on specific
algorithm for each system) but also by the concept of “self-monitoring system“ that means
that all sub-systems are tested periodically and any malfunction is signaled into the
surveillance room (visual and acoustic messages).
These numeric systems will provide real-time acquisition and backup of all
information about controlled systems (this backup is putted into files and can be used for
statistical analysis about each aggregate), visual and acoustic alerts of any malfunction into
controlled system or into himself; visual and acoustic alerts for over-passing any of the
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prescribed limits. Online guide for human operator and, most important, real-time
displaying of the current state of the process.
System configuration
The control and monitoring system proceeding analogical and digital signals from
processes (the cooling water system, the evicted infiltrated water system, the run-out pipe
system and used water counting system).
This values are used by the intelligent unit into an algorithm that decide what is the
next state of each process and the commands that are needed to each one for reach this
state.
The control and monitoring system consist of following blocks: personal computer,
programmable logic controller, relays and protections for electric pumps and transducers
for analogical parameters. We have structured this system on two main levels:
♦ The higher level sub-system - placed into the surveillance room. It is an personal
computer on that is installed an application software for communication, acquisition,
data analysis and saving.
♦ The lower level sub-system- placed into the command room that consist of: PLC
(Siemens S7 200 - for basic data analysis, decision and command), supplementary
extension modules (from the same Siemens family), transducers (placed into the
controlled processes), command elements and protection devices for electric pumps,
The configuration of higher level sub-system
The higher level of this system is based on PC (IBM) that have an extension card for
supplementary serial ports. This computer is an interface between the human operator and
the process, using the application software for control and monitoring. Communication
with the lower level of the control and monitoring system this computer is provided by an
extension card with multiple serial ports (RS232).
The minimal configuration required:
♦ Personal computer: AMD DURON 800MHz, 128MRAM, SVGA-card 8MRAM,
multi IO card (4 ports RS232), mouse
♦ Display:
17” SVGA , 1280*1024
♦ Operating system:
Windows 98
♦ Printer
♦ Uninterruptible Power Supply: PRO 425 VA
Lower level system configuration
Middle level of this system consists in an automation cabinet, placed into the
control room of the hydro station. This level is format from following modules:
a) Command unit – placed into the control room of the power station consist in the
following modules:
♦ PLC S7-226 AC / 24 V DC / Relay, with the following characteristics:
- user program memory:
4 KW/EEPROM
- data memory:
2.5 KW/RAM
- power supply
100 - 230 V ca
- maximum extension modules :
7
- communications ports (RS485 only):
2
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- digital inputs:
24, with optocouplers
- digital outputs:
16, with relays
- maximum digital I/O :
128 inputs and 120 outputs
- maximum analogical I/O :
16 inputs and 7 outputs
♦ Digital inputs/outputs from/to process – consist of EM 223 Relay 32 I/O
♦ Analogic to digital converter consist of EM231 modules :
- Number of channels:
4
- Inputs:
unipolar/bipolar current/voltage
- Resolution:
12 bits
b. Process interface - consist of the following modules:
♦ Relays modules:
- Power supply:
0 – 24Vcc
- Number signal/board:
8
- Self monitoring on each command line
- Command voltage:
17.5V .. 36V
♦ Optocoupler modules:
- Breakdown voltage:
5000 V
- Maximum current from fotoelements: 50 mA
- Collector-emitor voltage :
35 V
Note : Total number of the digital outputs/inputs, to/from process is configurable
according to the process complexity.
c. Communication block RS 232 / RS 485, that provides communication between
computer and PLC:
- Baud rate:
19200 bits/sec typical
- Power supply:
12 V cc / 150 mA
d. Analogic acquisition block - based on differential pressure transducers and intelligent
measurement units for debits.
♦ Pressure transducers:
Pressure transducers measure the relative pressure between air and water column.
Their are submersible and are placed into infiltration tank, into cooling water tank, into the
run out pipe.
Technical characteristics of this transducers:
- Measurement range:
0 – 2, 5, 10, 100 m
- Standard output signal 4 - 20 mA
- Accuracy
0.2% of the entire range
- Power Supply
12 - 30 V cc
- Protection degree:
IP 68
♦ Debit-meter - perform this specific tasks:
- Real-time measurement of debits on each hydro-electric generator
- Volume used by each hydro-electric generator in specified time interval (day,
month, year)
- Volume of water used by each hydro-electric generator since last reset of
counters
- Serial communication: RS 485 (optional RS232)
- Power supply: 220Vac/50Hz
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e. Process command cabinet - this contains electronic devices, relays, switches that
provide an interface from low voltage to high voltage (that is used by electric pumps or
other motors). This cabinet include:
♦ Soft-starter device 3RW3… (Siemens) - perform the start-up and shut-down
sequences for high-power motors. These devices are used instead of the old relay based
star-delta starter. Features offered by these soft-starters:
- Start-up without motion parts, using instead thyristors
- Thyristors by-pass in normal operating mode
- Time adjustment for start-up and shut-down sequences using potentiometer
- Start-up sequence time:
0-20 sec, adjustable
- Start-up voltage:
30 – 100% VNOM
- Shut-down sequence time:
0-20 sec
- Can be used for motors with:
PMAX =55KW, V = 400V, IMAX = 100A
- For higher power (up to 710 KW) can be used the SIKOSTART 3RW34 family
♦ Protective breaker 3RV1…(Siemens) – provides over-current and short-circuit
protection of electrical motors. It also provides the protection to one phase breakdown.
♦ Asynchronous three-phase starters (Electrotehnica)
- Start-up without motion parts, using instead thyristors
- Thyristors by-pass in normal operating mode
- Time adjustment for start-up and shut-down sequences using potentiometer
- Start-up sequence time:
0-30 sec, adjustable
- Start-up step voltage:
1/3 VNOM (fixed)
- Over-current limitation to 2-4 INOM
- Shut-down sequence time:
0-20 sec
- Can be used for motors with:
PMAX =315 KW, V = 400V, IMAX = 800A
f. Power source (SITOP – Siemens)
- Provides necessary current for PLC, transducers and communication interface
- Power supply:
220VAC/50Hz
- Output voltage:
24VCC
- Output current:
4A
Functions provided by command and monitoring system
♦ Analogical signal acquisition from level transducers, real-time analyses of data,
graphical display of these values
♦ Digital inputs acquisition and graphical display of process image (see Fig.1)
♦ Analysis (based on specific algorithm) of data to provide all necessary commands to
controlled system
♦ Interface between human operator and controlled system using display (allow
commands to process)
♦ Allow commutations between different operating modes for each controlled system:
automatic (all decisions are taken by the numerical system), user (commands are
generated by human operator using computer console) or deactivated (that means that
no command are generated to the specified system)
♦ Visual and acoustic warnings about all malfunctions or issues that can occur into the
process
♦ Self monitoring of all modules and acoustic warnings of any malfunction
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♦ Storage at specified time of all states of the controlled systems and time of use for each
equipment (it’s useful to arrange equipment revisions program) (see Fig.3)

Fig1: Graphical user interface of the process
♦ The system can be reconfigured if something had changed into process (see Fig.2)
♦ Saving current state of processes and of the system to main power fall

Fig2: Changing system configuration
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♦ Automatic resumption of all activities if some malfunction has been repaired
♦ Transferring the commands to the lower level if something occurs to the higher level (in
this particular case, the human operator has no control or information about process).
The command is taken back by the higher level soon as it can.

Fig.3: Generating report based on saved events
Conclusions
The software application SASGH installed on personal computer is realized using
integrated development environment LabWindows CVI and includes statistical data
analysis realized in Visual FoxPro. The software needed by PLC was implemented using
dedicated tools included in STEP 7 MicroWin.
Comparing with other similar products, this one offers following features:
- Installing and maintenance low costs
- Quick service and scholarship for the technical personal
- Easy configuration according to processes, because of modular structure of the system
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